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傷寒論：序 
LINE ONE 
（一）余每覽越人入虢之診，望齊侯之色，未嘗不慨然嘆其才秀也。 
（二）怪當今居世之士，曾不留神醫藥，精究方術，上以療君親之疾，下以救貧賤

之厄，中以保身長全，以養其生。 
（三）但競逐榮勢，企踵權豪，孜孜汲汲，惟名利是務。 
（四）崇飾其末，忽棄其本，華其外而悴其內。 
（五）皮之不存，毛將安附焉？ 
1) Every time I read about Biǎn Què making a diagnosis upon entering Guó and 
observing the complexion of the Marquis of Qí, I cannot but sigh with deep emotion at 
his genius. 
2) It strikes me as strange that the noblemen of our current age do not ever dedicate 
themselves to medicine and medicinals nor investigate the essence of the formulas and 
methods, above to cure the ailments of their lords and family elders, below to rescue the 
poor and humble from disaster, and in the middle to safeguard their own body and keep it 
complete, thereby nurturing their lives. 
3) Instead, they compete for glory and might and chase desperately after despotic power, 
untiringly and anxiously, in the service of nothing but fame and profit. 
4) Reverently adorning the branches but carelessly neglecting the roots, they make the 
outside flourish but let the inside wither. 
5) If the skin does not exist, what does the hair have to attach itself to? 
 
Notes: 
覽 lǎn: Look at. Here in the sense of “read [the record of]… 
越人 Yùe rén: A reference to Biǎn Què 扁鵲, the famous 5th c. BCE physician who rescued a 
member of the royal family in the state of Guó 虢 from apparent death. 
齊侯 Qí Hóu: A reference to Marquis Huán of Qí who he warned of being ill and in need of 
treatment. Not believing him, the Marquis refused, repeatedly, until his disease progressed to a 
level where it was no longer treatable. 
方術 fang shù: Literally, “techniques and arts/skills,” this is an expression for the category of 
applied literature (often occult in nature), also known as “recipe literature,” that was common in 
Warring States and early Imperial times and covered such arts as medicine, astrology and 
astronomy, physiognomy, geomancy, self-cultivation, alchemy, etc. 
競逐 jìng zhú: Compete for [and pursue]. 
企踵 qǐ zhǒng: Literally, “lift up their heels” or “stand on tiptoes,” it refers to eagerly pursuing 
something in admiration. 
孜孜汲汲 zī zī jí jí: Untiringly and anxiously. With great urgency. 
Line 4: These are all simple Verb-Object constructions. This is made clear by the use of 其 “its,” 
which marks the following word as a noun. 
安 ān: Here a question particle. 
 
 
LINE TWO 
（一）卒然遭邪風之氣，嬰非常之疾，患及禍至，而方震栗。 
（二）降志屈節，欽望巫祝，告窮歸天，束手受敗。 
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（三）賚百年之壽命，持至貴之重器，委付凡醫，恣其所措，咄嗟嗚呼﹗ 
1) When suddenly faced with the disastrous qì of evil wind and ensnared by extra-
ordinary illness, they worry only that disaster has struck and are reduced to trembling and 
shaking. 
2) They surrender their willpower and bend their integrity, admiringly look to shamans 
and other officiants, and declare their desperation and return their fate into Heaven’s 
hands, awaiting defeat as if with hands tied behind their back. 
3) Having been bestowed a long life of a hundred years, holding their most precious 
treasure, they entrust it to ordinary doctors who act out their whims without restraint. Oh 
woe is me! 
 
Notes: 
嬰 yīng: While this character usually means “infant,” it can also function as a verb, meaning 
“being ensnared or entangled by.” 
方 fāng: Here, “only.” 
降 jiàng: Lit., “to drop, lower,” but here perhaps better read as “surrender.” 
屈節 qū jié: Literally, “bend their integrity.” 
祝 zhù: While usually a verb meaning “to wish” or “congratulate,” it can also refer to the official 
in charge of administering sacrifices, which is the meaning I’d suggest using here. According to 
one commentator on the Chuci 楚辭, 男巫曰祝。 
窮 qióng: Lit. “exhausted,” it here means something like “being at the end of their rope,” “have 
exhausted all options.” 
歸 guī: Here in the sense of “return [their fate to the hands of] heaven,” i.e., placing themselves at 
Heaven’s mercy. 
重器 zhòng qì: A treasure, the most important vessel of great value. 
恣 zì: “To indulge,” “to lack restraint.” 
咄嗟嗚呼: A serious case of “Oyvey!” 
 
 
LINE THREE 
（一）厥身已斃，神明消滅，變為異物，幽潛重泉，徒為啼泣，痛夫﹗ 
（二）舉世昏迷，莫能覺悟，不惜其命；若是輕生，彼何榮勢之云哉﹗ 
（三）而進不能愛人知人，退不能愛身知己，遇災值禍，身居厄地，蒙蒙昧昧，蠢

若游魂。哀乎﹗ 
（四）趨世之士，馳競浮華，不固根本，忘軀徇物，危若冰谷，至於是也。 
1) Their bodies killed, their spirit brightness extinguished, they transform into strange 
entities, hidden in obscurity in the nether realms they wail in their imprisonment. Oh 
what suffering! 
2) The whole world in the dark and misled, none are able to gain awareness, failing to 
cherish their lives. If they disregard their life like this, why would they then talk of glory 
and power? 
3) And so they are unable to love and know others as they advance, and they are unable 
to love their body and know themselves as they retreat. Encountering disaster or facing 
misfortune, they have placed themselves in a trap, utterly confused and in the darkness, 
they are deluded like disembodied hún souls. How tragic! 
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4) Those noblemen inclined to the mundane compete in a chase for superficial glory but 
fail to secure the root. They forget the body in pursuit of external things and place 
themselves at risk as if [treading on] ice in a [deep] gorge. Oh to have it come to this! 
 
Notes: 
異物 yì wù: Literally “strange thing,” here it refers to their body transforming into dead spirits, 
supernatural entities. 
重泉 zhòng quán: Also called 黃泉 or 九泉. 
徒 tú: Here, “in vain.” 
舉世 jǔ shì: Everywhere. 
彼 bǐ: “That one,” (as opposed to “this”). To get a sense of the use here, see Pulleyblank, p. 40. 
進 jìn and 退 tuì: Lit., “advancing” and “retreating,” this can also refer to being actively engaged 
in society and retiring. Up to you…. 
蒙蒙昧昧 méng méng meì meì: Utterly confused and in the darkness. 
蠢 chǔn: Deluded, foolish, or as an evocative alternative, like a pile of wriggling worms. 
趨世 qū shì: Here, inclined towards ordinary society. 
循 xùn: In pursuit of… 
 
 
LINE FOUR 
（一）余宗族素多，向余二百，建安紀年以來，猶未十稔，其死亡者，三分有二，

傷寒十居其七。 
（二）感往昔之淪喪，傷橫夭之莫救，乃勤求古訓，博采眾方，撰用素問、九卷、

八十一難、陰陽大論、胎臚藥錄，並平脈辨証，為傷寒雜病論合十六卷。 
（三）雖未能盡愈諸病，庶可以見病知源。若能尋余所集，思過半矣。 
1) My ancestral clan has always been numerous, with more than 200 members in the past. 
But since the first year of Jiànān (i.e., 196 CE), in less than ten years, the proportion of 
those who have perished has been two out of three, with cold damage claiming seven out 
of ten of these. 
2) Deeply affected by this ruinous loss in my past and by the failure to rescue them from 
damage and premature death, I have diligently sought out the ancient instructions and 
collected a great number of methods far and wide. I have chosen the Sù Wèn, the Líng 
Shū, the Nàn Jīng, the Yīn Yáng Dà Lùn,  the Tāi Lú Yào Lù, and the Píng Mài Biàn 
Zhèng, to compose the Shāng Hán Zá Bìng Lùn in sixteen scrolls. 
3) Even though you will not yet be able to exhaustively cure all the various diseases, you 
may be able to look at a disease and know its origin. If you can unravel what I have 
collected here, you will have thought through more than half [of all problems you might 
face]. 
 
Notes: 
向 xiàng: Can stand for 曏, meaning “in the past, formerly.” 
建安 jiàn ān: A reign period during the Eastern Han, 196-219 CE. 
稔 rěn: Literally, “harvest” but also in the metaphorical meaning of “year.” 
淪喪 lún sang: Losses. 
橫夭 hèng yāo: Untimely deaths. 
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九卷 jiǔ juàn: Lit., “nine volumes,” this is a reference to the remainder of the 黃帝內經, which 
was said to consist of 18 volumes, the nine volumes of the 素問 and the nine volumes of a text 
referred to originally also as 針經 and later as 靈樞. 
陰陽大論、胎臚藥錄 and 平脈辨証: Three texts that are now lost. 
 
 
LINE FIVE 
（一）夫天布五行，以運萬類；人稟五常，以有五臟。 
（二）經絡府俞，陰陽會通，玄冥幽微，變化難極。 
（三）自非才高識妙，豈能探其理致哉﹗ 
1) Now, Heaven spreads out the five dynamic movements, thereby to put in motion the 
myriad categories of things. Humans are endowed with the five constants, thereby having 
the five zàng organs. 
2) The channels and network vessels, the palaces and points [where qì gathers], and the  
meetings and interpenetration of yīn and yáng are a profound, subtle, and obscure 
mystery, and their changes and transformations are difficult to fathom. 
3) Without great talent and wondrous knowledge, how could one explore the far reaches 
of their principles! 
 
Notes: 
府俞 fǔ shù: The acumoxa points. Fǔ is used in the Neijing to refer to the locations where the 
channel qi gathers, while 俞 refers to the locations where the qi pours in and out. 
極 jí: Lit., “extreme, pole, the end point” and from there by extention, “to reach the end” or, more 
elegantly, “to fathom.” 
自非 zì fēi: Here not as “I am not…” but more like 若非 “if it is not a case of….,” derived rather 
from the meaning of “from” for 自. 
豈 qǐ: “How [could you]…,” introducing a rhetorical question, with the assumed answer being “It 
would be utterly impossible….” 
 
 
LINE SIX 
（一）上古有神農、黃帝、岐伯、伯高、雷公、少俞、少師、仲文。中世有長桑、

扁鵲。漢有公乘陽慶及倉公。 
（二）下此以往，未之聞也。 
（三）觀今之醫，不念思求經旨，以演其所知。各承家技，終始順舊。 
（四）省疾問病，務在口給，相對斯須，便處湯藥。 
（五）按寸不及尺，握手不及足，人迎趺陽，三部不參。動數發息，不滿五十。短

期未知決診，九候曾無仿佛。明堂闕庭，盡不見察，所謂窺管而已。 
（六）夫欲視死別生，實為難矣。 
1) In the ancient past there were Shén Nóng, Huáng Dì, Qí Bó, Bó Gāo, Léi Gōng, Shào 
Yú, Shào Shī, and Zhòng Wén. In mid antiquity there were Cháng Sāng and Biǎn Què. 
During the Hàn dynasty, there was Gōng Shèn Yáng Qìng and Cāng Gōng. 
2) After these, I have not heard of anybody else. 
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3) When I look at today’s doctors, they do not study and ponder the meaning of the 
classics in order to advance what they know. Each has inherited his family’s skills and 
from beginning to end merely follows along in the old ways. 
4) In examining the illness and inquiring after the disease, their service is limited to fancy 
words, and after just an instant of face-to-face interaction, they prescribe decoctions and 
medicines. 
5) Feeling the cùn pulse, they do not reach the chǐ; holding the hand, they do not reach 
the foot, [ignoring Rényíng and Fūyáng, they do not synthesize the three positions. In 
counting the beats against their exhalations, they do not wait out a full fifty. In such a 
short time period, they are unable to know a determined diagnosis and they have never 
had anything resembling the nine indicators. As for Míngtáng and Quètíng, they do not 
look to observe these at all. This is what I call looking through a narrow tube of bamboo 
and that is all! 
6) Now if they want to discern death and differentiate life, this truly puts them in an 
awkward position! 
 
Notes: 
Line One: Just a long list of names of famous physicians of the past. 
演 yǎn: to develop, deepen, practice. 
省 sheng: Here, “to examine.” 
口給 kǒu jǐ: Fancy words 
按 àn and 握 wò both refer to taking a hold of a part of the body to feel the pulse. 
人迎趺陽 rén yíng fū yáng:  Two ancient locations for taking the pulse. 
不滿五十 bù mǎn wǔ shí: According to a theory in the Nanjing, it is necessary to feel the pulse 
for 50 beats to make an accurate diagnosis. See also 靈樞，決氣. 
九候 jiǔ hoù: The “Nine Indicators,” a reference to the nine positions of pulse diagnosis. 
According to Nanjing 18, referring to the three levels at the cun, guan, and chi positions, but 
according to Suwen, 三部九候 it refers to 3 locations each on the three sections of the body (top, 
middle, lower body). 
明堂闕庭 míng tang què ting: An expression for the nose and the forehead (see 靈樞，五色). 
窺管 kuī guan: Lit., “looking through a narrow tube of bamboo,” or in other words, having a very 
limited perspective, like Zhuangzi’s famous frog in the well. 
 
 
LINE SEVEN 
（一）孔子云：生而知之者上，學則亞之。多聞博淺，知之次也。 
（二）余宿尚方術，請事斯語。 
Confucius said: “To be born and to know it is superior. To study it [and then 1) to know it] 
is inferior. To listen in many places widely and superficially, is the next form of 
knowledge. 
2) I have always esteemed the formulas and methods. Please allow me to serve with these 
words here. 
 
Notes: 
The original quotation from the Analects is: 生而知之者，上也；学而知之者，次也；困而学
之，又其次也；困而不学，民斯为下矣。 


